
 

 
 

Reading 

We recognise that reading is the most fundamental skill that we can teach our pupils that underpins their entire learning journey. Successful 

readers access curriculum content more effectively. We dedicate significant teaching time to reading and the stories that we teach become a 

central part of our curriculum. The reading skills and spoken language that our children acquire allow them to approach all curriculum subjects 

with confidence and enrich their lives beyond school. Our rigorous approach to teaching Phonics ensures that our pupils become confident 

readers from an early age which equips them to tackle increasingly challenging texts and comprehension tasks. Our Keep Up Not Catch Up 

strategy, ensures that no child is left behind.  

Our approach to teaching reading incorporates oracy, drama and high quality texts which develop children’s vocabulary and reading skills. 

Carefully planned progression ensures that children are exposed to increasingly challenging texts and are taught to use a wide range of 

comprehension skills. The answering of comprehension questions is explicitly modelled in order to provide pupils with the skills to 

independently tackle any comprehension task within school or beyond. We instil a lifelong love of reading through our carefully chosen whole 

class texts, the promotion of rewards and challenges and our whole school reading culture, where every day we hold whole class story time. 

Children are encouraged to see the value of stories as a special part of their learning journey. 

The Reading Lead is responsible for supporting colleagues in their teaching, keeping them informed of current developments in the subject, 

and by providing a strategic lead and direction for Reading. 

Our children are supported through our four school values – Curiosity, Creativity, Confidence and Caring- all embodied through our vision, 

‘Aiming High and Achieving Our Best’ and our vision statement:  

Penponds School will work with all stakeholders to create a happy, safe and stimulating environment where children become ‘Leaders of their 

own Learning’. By maintaining high expectations of the whole school community, our children will be equipped to become lifelong learners. 

We encourage curiosity about the world, strive to be creative in everything we do and build confidence in our children to enable them to grasp 

opportunities and tackle challenges with resilience and self-assurance.  

 
 

Developing Young Readers 
 

 



 

 
 

Reading 

Agreed Teaching principles for Reading 

Children experience daily high quality Phonics lessons from day one 

Children have matched home reading practice books 

Keep Up Not Catch Up strategy to ensure no child is left behind in reading 

High quality class texts are used to teach a wide range of comprehension, literacy and vocabulary 

Word clarification and pre-teach allows pupils to expand their vocabulary in Reading lessons and across the wider curriculum 

Explicit modelling of comprehension strategies underpins the reading process 

  
 

Teaching Approaches for Reading 

Shared Reading (explicit teaching of comprehension skills through high quality texts) 

Read, Write Inc Phonics (systematic teaching of reading, spelling and handwriting) 

Accelerated Reader (motivates pupils to read with independence and allows teachers to closely monitor reading standards 

for progression) 

Reading Spine (exposes pupils to a range of classic authors and modern texts 

  
 

How do we measure the impact? 

Accelerated Reader quizzes to assess comprehension and understanding 

Reading Spine progression 

NFER and SATs to support benchmarking against national standards 

Shared reading comprehension during the lesson 

Tracking of RWI Phonics progressions every 6-8 weeks 

1:1 Reading sessions  

Certificates and Awards 
  

 

 

 



 

 
 

Reading 

 

Reading - Skills and knowledge components: Progression document building from previous year’s learning 
        

YR Read all 
individual letters 
by saying the 
sounds for them 
(Set 1)  
 
Blend sounds 
into words to 
read short 
words. 
 
 Read some Set 1 
and 2 letter 
groups e.g. ‘th’, 
‘igh’  
 
Read a few 
common 
exception words 
linked to the 
school’s phonics 
scheme  
 
Read simple 
phrases and 
sentences  
 
Re-read books to 
build up their 
confidence, 
fluency and 
understanding 

      



 

 
 

Reading 

Y1 Read individual 
letters by saying 
the sounds for 
them (Set 1) 
  
Blend sounds 
into words to 
read short 
words  
 
Read some 
letter groups 
e.g. ‘th’, ‘igh’  
 
Read a few 
common 
exception words 
linked to the 
school’s phonics 
scheme  
 
Read simple 
phrases and 
sentences  
 
Re-read books 
to build up their 
confidence, 
fluency and 
understanding 

I use phonics as my first 
strategy to work out words 
that I do not know  
 
I can respond speedily to 
graphemes for all 40+ 
phonemes (e.g. RWI Set 1, 
2 and some Set 3)  
 
I can blend sounds together 
to read unfamiliar words  
 
I can read red words that I 
come across in age 
appropriate texts  
 
I can read words of more 
than one syllable  
 
I can read aloud a 
phonetically decodable text 
at an age appropriate level 
e.g. RWI Yellow Spr 2  
 
I can answer simple 
questions about the 
characters and events in a 
story  
 
I can recognise when my 
reading doesn’t make sense 
and can try to correct it  
 
I can say how a character 
might be feeling and why  
I can clearly explain what I 
have read 

     



 

 
 

Reading 

Y2 Read individual 
letters by saying 
the sounds for 
them (Set 1) 
  
Blend sounds 
into words to 
read short 
words  
 
Read some 
letter groups 
e.g. ‘th’, ‘igh’  
 
Read a few 
common 
exception words 
linked to the 
school’s phonics 
scheme  
 
Read simple 
phrases and 
sentences  
 
Re-read books 
to build up their 
confidence, 
fluency and 
understanding 

I use phonics as my first 
strategy to work out words 
that I do not know  
 
I can respond speedily to 
graphemes for all 40+ 
phonemes (e.g. RWI Set 1, 2 
and some Set 3)  
 
I can blend sounds together 
to read unfamiliar words  
 
I can read red words that I 
come across in age 
appropriate texts  
 
I can read words of more 
than one syllable  
 
I can read aloud a 
phonetically decodable text 
at an age appropriate level 
e.g. RWI Yellow Spr 2  
 
I can answer simple 
questions about the 
characters and events in a 
story  
 
I can recognise when my 
reading doesn’t make sense 
and can try to correct it  
 
I can say how a character 
might be feeling and why  
 
I can clearly explain what I 
have read 

I can read accurately 
words of two or more 
syllables e.g. helicopter 
 
I can read most words 
containing common 
suffixes e.g. ing, ed  
 
I can fluently read an age 
appropriate text e.g. 
RWI grey/ AR yellow  
 
I can read a passage of 
age appropriate text 
(e.g. RWI assessment 
passage) at 90+ words 
per minute  
 
I can sound out any 
unfamiliar words 
accurately 
 
I can recognise when my 
reading doesn’t make 
sense and can correct it  
 
I can answer 
comprehension 
questions about what I 
have read  
 
I can make inferences 
about what I have read  
 
I can summarise and 
explain what has 
happened so far in a 
book I am reading 

    



 

 
 

Reading 

Y3 Read individual 
letters by saying 
the sounds for 
them (Set 1) 
  
Blend sounds 
into words to 
read short 
words  
 
Read some 
letter groups 
e.g. ‘th’, ‘igh’  
 
Read a few 
common 
exception words 
linked to the 
school’s phonics 
scheme  
 
Read simple 
phrases and 
sentences  
 
Re-read books 
to build up their 
confidence, 
fluency and 
understanding 

I use phonics as my first 
strategy to work out words 
that I do not know  
 
I can respond speedily to 
graphemes for all 40+ 
phonemes (e.g. RWI Set 1, 2 
and some Set 3)  
 
I can blend sounds together 
to read unfamiliar words  
 
I can read red words that I 
come across in age 
appropriate texts  
 
I can read words of more 
than one syllable  
 
I can read aloud a 
phonetically decodable text 
at an age appropriate level 
e.g. RWI Yellow Spr 2  
 
I can answer simple 
questions about the 
characters and events in a 
story  
 
I can recognise when my 
reading doesn’t make sense 
and can try to correct it  
 
I can say how a character 
might be feeling and why  
 
I can clearly explain what I 
have read 

I can read accurately 
words of two or more 
syllables e.g. helicopter 
 
I can read most words 
containing common 
suffixes e.g. ing, ed  
 
I can fluently read an age 
appropriate text e.g. RWI 
grey/ AR yellow  
 
I can read a passage of 
age appropriate text (e.g. 
RWI assessment passage) 
at 90+ words per minute  
 
I can sound out any 
unfamiliar words 
accurately 
 
I can recognise when my 
reading doesn’t make 
sense and can correct it  
 
I can answer 
comprehension questions 
about what I have read  
 
I can make inferences 
about what I have read  
 
I can summarise and 
explain what has 
happened so far in a book 
I am reading 

I can read aloud with confidence 
understanding how to use a 
range of punctuation 
 
 I can read age appropriate books 
with confidence and fluency  
 
I can read tricky words with 
unusual correspondences 
between spelling and sound  
 
I can recognise where words are 
an exception to the rule  
 
I can use prefixes, suffixes and 
root words to clarify word 
meaning. 
 
I can clarify word meaning using 
the context of the word  
 
I can use alphabetically ordered 
text to find information  
 
I can identify the features of 
different text types 
 
I can use organisational devices 
to find information  
 
I can comment on the choice of 
language that is used  
 
I can empathise with a character  
 
I can justify my predictions and 
inferences using evidence 
 
I can evaluate a text with 
reference to its text type  
I can begin to identify different 
points of view in a text  
 
I can say why books by the same 
author are similar  
 
I can start to recognise how a text 
relates to its historical or cultural 
setting 

   



 

 
 

Reading 

Y4 Read individual 
letters by saying 
the sounds for 
them (Set 1) 
  
Blend sounds 
into words to 
read short 
words  
 
Read some 
letter groups 
e.g. ‘th’, ‘igh’  
 
Read a few 
common 
exception words 
linked to the 
school’s phonics 
scheme  
 
Read simple 
phrases and 
sentences  
 
Re-read books 
to build up their 
confidence, 
fluency and 
understanding 

I use phonics as my first 
strategy to work out words 
that I do not know  
 
I can respond speedily to 
graphemes for all 40+ 
phonemes (e.g. RWI Set 1, 2 
and some Set 3)  
 
I can blend sounds together 
to read unfamiliar words  
 
I can read red words that I 
come across in age 
appropriate texts  
 
I can read words of more 
than one syllable  
 
I can read aloud a 
phonetically decodable text 
at an age appropriate level 
e.g. RWI Yellow Spr 2  
 
I can answer simple 
questions about the 
characters and events in a 
story  
 
I can recognise when my 
reading doesn’t make sense 
and can try to correct it  
 
I can say how a character 
might be feeling and why  
 
I can clearly explain what I 
have read 

I can read accurately 
words of two or more 
syllables e.g. helicopter 
 
I can read most words 
containing common 
suffixes e.g. ing, ed  
 
I can fluently read an age 
appropriate text e.g. RWI 
grey/ AR yellow  
 
I can read a passage of 
age appropriate text (e.g. 
RWI assessment passage) 
at 90+ words per minute  
 
I can sound out any 
unfamiliar words 
accurately 
 
I can recognise when my 
reading doesn’t make 
sense and can correct it  
 
I can answer 
comprehension questions 
about what I have read  
 
I can make inferences 
about what I have read  
 
I can summarise and 
explain what has 
happened so far in a book 
I am reading 

I can read aloud with confidence 
understanding how to use a 
range of punctuation 
 
 I can read age appropriate books 
with confidence and fluency  
 
I can read tricky words with 
unusual correspondences 
between spelling and sound  
 
I can recognise where words are 
an exception to the rule  
 
I can use prefixes, suffixes and 
root words to clarify word 
meaning. 
 
I can clarify word meaning using 
the context of the word  
 
I can use alphabetically ordered 
text to find information  
 
I can identify the features of 
different text types 
 
I can use organisational devices 
to find information  
 
I can comment on the choice of 
language that is used  
 
I can empathise with a character  
 
I can justify my predictions and 
inferences using evidence 
 
I can evaluate a text with 
reference to its text type  
I can begin to identify different 
points of view in a text  
 
I can say why books by the same 
author are similar  
 
I can start to recognise how a 
text relates to its historical or 
cultural setting 

I can read all the words on 
the year 3/4 spelling list  
 
I can read age appropriate 
texts with confidence and 
fluency 
 
 I can identify the features 
of different fiction and 
non- fiction texts  
 
I can use skimming, 
scanning and text marking  
 
I can use knowledge from 
wider reading to support 
my ideas 
 
 I can seek out clues in a 
text to improve my 
understanding 
 
I can comment on the 
choice of language that is 
used to build suspense 
and character  
 
I understand how the 
author wants the reader 
to respond  
 
I can summarise key 
points  
 
I can recognise themes 
from a range of books  
 
I can recognise some 
forms of poetry  
 
I can comment on word 
choices which express 
feelings/moods/attitudes  
 
I can understand different 
viewpoints in a text 

  



 

 
 

Reading 

Y5 Read individual 
letters by saying 
the sounds for 
them (Set 1) 
  
Blend sounds 
into words to 
read short 
words  
 
Read some 
letter groups 
e.g. ‘th’, ‘igh’  
 
Read a few 
common 
exception words 
linked to the 
school’s phonics 
scheme  
 
Read simple 
phrases and 
sentences  
 
Re-read books 
to build up their 
confidence, 
fluency and 
understanding 

I use phonics as my first 
strategy to work out words 
that I do not know  
 
I can respond speedily to 
graphemes for all 40+ 
phonemes (e.g. RWI Set 1, 2 
and some Set 3)  
 
I can blend sounds together 
to read unfamiliar words  
 
I can read red words that I 
come across in age 
appropriate texts  
 
I can read words of more 
than one syllable  
 
I can read aloud a 
phonetically decodable text 
at an age appropriate level 
e.g. RWI Yellow Spr 2  
 
I can answer simple 
questions about the 
characters and events in a 
story  
 
I can recognise when my 
reading doesn’t make sense 
and can try to correct it  
 
I can say how a character 
might be feeling and why  
 
I can clearly explain what I 
have read 

I can read accurately 
words of two or more 
syllables e.g. helicopter 
 
I can read most words 
containing common 
suffixes e.g. ing, ed  
 
I can fluently read an age 
appropriate text e.g. RWI 
grey/ AR yellow  
 
I can read a passage of 
age appropriate text (e.g. 
RWI assessment passage) 
at 90+ words per minute  
 
I can sound out any 
unfamiliar words 
accurately 
 
I can recognise when my 
reading doesn’t make 
sense and can correct it  
 
I can answer 
comprehension questions 
about what I have read  
 
I can make inferences 
about what I have read  
 
I can summarise and 
explain what has 
happened so far in a book 
I am reading 

I can read aloud with confidence 
understanding how to use a 
range of punctuation 
 
 I can read age appropriate books 
with confidence and fluency  
 
I can read tricky words with 
unusual correspondences 
between spelling and sound  
 
I can recognise where words are 
an exception to the rule  
 
I can use prefixes, suffixes and 
root words to clarify word 
meaning. 
 
I can clarify word meaning using 
the context of the word  
 
I can use alphabetically ordered 
text to find information  
 
I can identify the features of 
different text types 
 
I can use organisational devices 
to find information  
 
I can comment on the choice of 
language that is used  
 
I can empathise with a character  
 
I can justify my predictions and 
inferences using evidence 
 
I can evaluate a text with 
reference to its text type  
I can begin to identify different 
points of view in a text  
 
I can say why books by the same 
author are similar  
 
I can start to recognise how a 
text relates to its historical or 
cultural setting 

I can read all the words on 
the year 3/4 spelling list  
 
I can read age appropriate 
texts with confidence and 
fluency 
 
 I can identify the features 
of different fiction and 
non- fiction texts  
 
I can use skimming, 
scanning and text marking  
 
I can use knowledge from 
wider reading to support 
my ideas 
 
 I can seek out clues in a 
text to improve my 
understanding 
 
I can comment on the 
choice of language that is 
used to build suspense and 
character  
 
I understand how the 
author wants the reader to 
respond  
 
I can summarise key points  
 
I can recognise themes 
from a range of books  
 
I can recognise some forms 
of poetry  
 
I can comment on word 
choices which express 
feelings/moods/attitudes  
 
I can understand different 
viewpoints in a text 

I can work out how to 
pronounce words with the 
same spelling correctly using 
sentence context  
 
I can read age appropriate 
texts with confidence and 
fluency  
 
I can read complex 
sentences with fluency and 
accuracy  
 
I can respond to 
sophisticated punctuation 
when I read 
 
 I can discuss complex 
narrative plots  
 
I can summarise key points 
from multiple paragraphs  
 
I can compare, contrast and 
evaluate different text types 
 
 I can draw information from 
different parts of a text  
 
I can identify and comment 
on figurative and descriptive 
language choices as well as 
non-fiction language choices  
 
I can describe an author's 
style  
 
I can talk about themes in 
stories which link to other 
texts  
 
I can compare the openings 
of novels 
 
 I understand how texts 
reflect the time and culture 
of when they were written 

 



 

 
 

Reading 

Y6 Read individual 
letters by saying 
the sounds for 
them (Set 1) 
  
Blend sounds 
into words to 
read short 
words  
 
Read some 
letter groups 
e.g. ‘th’, ‘igh’  
 
Read a few 
common 
exception words 
linked to the 
school’s phonics 
scheme  
 
Read simple 
phrases and 
sentences  
 
Re-read books 
to build up their 
confidence, 
fluency and 
understanding 

I use phonics as my first 
strategy to work out words 
that I do not know  
 
I can respond speedily to 
graphemes for all 40+ 
phonemes (e.g. RWI Set 1, 2 
and some Set 3)  
 
I can blend sounds together 
to read unfamiliar words  
 
I can read red words that I 
come across in age 
appropriate texts  
 
I can read words of more 
than one syllable  
 
I can read aloud a 
phonetically decodable text 
at an age appropriate level 
e.g. RWI Yellow Spr 2  
 
I can answer simple 
questions about the 
characters and events in a 
story  
 
I can recognise when my 
reading doesn’t make sense 
and can try to correct it  
 
I can say how a character 
might be feeling and why  
 
I can clearly explain what I 
have read 

I can read accurately 
words of two or more 
syllables e.g. helicopter 
 
I can read most words 
containing common 
suffixes e.g. ing, ed  
 
I can fluently read an age 
appropriate text e.g. RWI 
grey/ AR yellow  
 
I can read a passage of 
age appropriate text (e.g. 
RWI assessment passage) 
at 90+ words per minute  
 
I can sound out any 
unfamiliar words 
accurately 
 
I can recognise when my 
reading doesn’t make 
sense and can correct it  
 
I can answer 
comprehension questions 
about what I have read  
 
I can make inferences 
about what I have read  
 
I can summarise and 
explain what has 
happened so far in a book 
I am reading 

I can read aloud with confidence 
understanding how to use a 
range of punctuation 
 
 I can read age appropriate books 
with confidence and fluency  
 
I can read tricky words with 
unusual correspondences 
between spelling and sound  
 
I can recognise where words are 
an exception to the rule  
 
I can use prefixes, suffixes and 
root words to clarify word 
meaning. 
 
I can clarify word meaning using 
the context of the word  
 
I can use alphabetically ordered 
text to find information  
 
I can identify the features of 
different text types 
 
I can use organisational devices 
to find information  
 
I can comment on the choice of 
language that is used  
 
I can empathise with a character  
 
I can justify my predictions and 
inferences using evidence 
 
I can evaluate a text with 
reference to its text type  
I can begin to identify different 
points of view in a text  
 
I can say why books by the same 
author are similar  
 
I can start to recognise how a 
text relates to its historical or 
cultural setting 

I can read all the words on 
the year 3/4 spelling list  
 
I can read age appropriate 
texts with confidence and 
fluency 
 
 I can identify the features 
of different fiction and 
non- fiction texts  
 
I can use skimming, 
scanning and text marking  
 
I can use knowledge from 
wider reading to support 
my ideas 
 
 I can seek out clues in a 
text to improve my 
understanding 
 
I can comment on the 
choice of language that is 
used to build suspense and 
character  
 
I understand how the 
author wants the reader to 
respond  
 
I can summarise key points  
 
I can recognise themes 
from a range of books  
 
I can recognise some forms 
of poetry  
 
I can comment on word 
choices which express 
feelings/moods/attitudes  
 
I can understand different 
viewpoints in a text 

I can work out how to 
pronounce words with the 
same spelling correctly 
using sentence context  
 
I can read age appropriate 
texts with confidence and 
fluency  
 
I can read complex 
sentences with fluency and 
accuracy  
 
I can respond to 
sophisticated punctuation 
when I read 
 
 I can discuss complex 
narrative plots  
 
I can summarise key points 
from multiple paragraphs  
 
I can compare, contrast and 
evaluate different text 
types 
 
 I can draw information 
from different parts of a 
text  
 
I can identify and comment 
on figurative and 
descriptive language choices 
as well as non-fiction 
language choices  
 
I can describe an author's 
style  
 
I can talk about themes in 
stories which link to other 
texts  
 
I can compare the openings 
of novels 
 
 I understand how texts 
reflect the time and culture 
of when they were written 

I can read age appropriate 
books with confidence and 
fluency (including whole 
novels)  
 
I can read aloud with 
intonation that shows 
understanding 
 
 I can use a range of strategies 
to work out word meaning  
 
I can explain and discuss the 
meaning of what I have read 
using evidence  
 
I can draw on inferences to 
reach opinions and justify 
these with evidence  
 
I can make comparisons within 
and across texts  
 
I can evaluate how authors 
use figurative and non-fiction 
language for a purpose  
 
I understand abbreviations, 
colloquialisms and specialist 
vocabulary  
 
I know the difference between 
fact and opinion  
 
I can identity explicit and 
implicit points of view  
 
I can make predictions using 
detailed knowledge of text 
types  
 
I can compare and contrast 
author’s styles  
 
I can discuss themes and 
conventions in and across a 
wide range of writing 



 

 
 

Reading 

Building on Phonics – Shared Reading Question Progression 

 
Question Type 

 

KS1 KS2 

Year 1 and 2 Year 3 and 4 Year 5 and 6 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What does…….look like?  
 
What colour is….?  
 
What animal is….?  
 
Where did…..go?  
 
Why did…..run away?  
 
Find and copy…  
 
Find two words which 
show that... 
 

Name the…  
 
What is…?  
 
Find and copy.... 
 
 Copy a word which…  
 
Match the…  
 
Tick which...  
 
Fill the gap...  
 
Copy and complete… 

Find and copy and 
phrase…  
 
Find a synonym for….  
 
Sequence the following 
events… 
 
 True or False…  
 
Annotate the….  
 
Correct the... 

 

 



 

 
 

Reading 

 

 
Question Type 

 

KS1 KS2 

Year 1 and 2 Year 3 and 4 Year 5 and 6 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How can we tell that…..?  
 
How did……know?  
 
Does…...like…..? 
 
 How do you know?  
 
Why….? (where inference 
must be used to find this) 
 
Is this fiction or nonfiction?  
 
How do you know? 

How do you….?  
 
Did...?  
 
Why does..? 
 
 How does…?  
 
Explain what…?  
 
What type of text is this?  
 
How do you know?  
 
Using evidence from the 
text, explain…  
 
 

Can you explain…?  
 
Why did…?  
 
Using evidence to justify 
your answer, explain…?  
 
Providing evidence, is it 
true or false that…?  
 
Can you determine…?  
 
What can you infer 
about…?  
 
Why is it significant that…? 
 
Categorise the text type 
with justifications… 

 

 



 

 
 

Reading 

 

 
Question Type 

 

KS1 KS2 

Year 1 and 2 Year 3 and 4 Year 5 and 6 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Why does the author use 
the word…….?  
 
How does the author show 
us that it is an exciting part 
of the story?  
 
Why has the author 
used…..?  
 
Why is…...written in 
capitals/in bold?  

Why does the author use 
the word/phrase…?  
 
What does the author tell 
the reader with the 
word…?  
 
What impression do you 
get from…?  
 
The author included the 
word/phrase….why?  
 
How does the author make 
the reader feel by using….? 

For what purpose does the 
author…? 
 
Why does the author 
use…..despite it being..?  
 
How does the author…?  
 
What image does the 
author build by…?  
 
How does the author 
signal…?  
 
For what effect does the 
author…?  
 
How has the author’s 
choice of words…? 

 

 



 

 
 

Reading 

 
Question Type 

 

KS1 KS2 

Year 1 and 2 Year 3 and 4 Year 5 and 6 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How would you feel if….?  
 
Would you like to….?  
 
Do you agree with…..?  
 
Do you think…..would be a 
nice friend to have?  
 
What would your favourite 
be? Why?  
 
Would you like to have lived 
in this place/time? 

If you were…….how would 
you…?  
 
Do you think…?  
 
Predict what…  
 
Why, in your opinion, does…?  
 
What do you think is meant 
by…?  
 
Do you agree or disagree…?  
 
In your opinion, should…? 

Agree or Disagree? …….. 
Justify your opinion  
 
Yes/No/Maybe…...Explain 
your viewpoint  
 
Using evidence to support 
your ideas, predict…  
 
Do you think there is any 
significance in…  
 
Reflect on….  
 
Identify a key theme which…  
 
Considering your wider 
knowledge of the 
book...explain…  
 
Compare…  
 
Contrast… 

 



 

 
 

Reading 

Penponds School Reading Spine  

Reception - Carn Brea Class. 

These books will compliment your child’s learning in school. These books are recommended to be shared 

with your child. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Reception 

Autumn 

 

Bedtime for Batman 

 

Superworm 

 

Traction Man 

Spring The Snail and the 

Whale 

 

The Hungry 

Caterpillar 

 

Scarecrow’s 

Wedding 

Summer The Storm Whale 

 

Rainbow Fish 

 

Lost and Found 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Bedtime-Batman-DC-Super-Heroes/dp/1623709210/ref=sr_1_1?crid=17VGQO1L5I5LG&dchild=1&keywords=bedtime+for+batman&qid=1632417359&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sprefix=bedtime+for+%2Caps%2C159&sr=8-1&sres=1623709210%2C0593123522%2C0399552197%2C1524769150%2C148478765X%2C1368026672%2CB01NCJBDJP%2C1484781422%2C0375872981%2C1913691039%2C030793103X%2C1935703013%2C059338041X%2C1913937038%2C1496586565%2C146545859X&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Superworm-Julia-Donaldson/dp/1407170724/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=superworm&qid=1632417380&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sr=8-1&sres=1407170724%2C1407166085%2C0702303984%2C0702305871%2C1407184644%2CB08HWN8MCV%2C1407142194%2C0702313696%2C9124087262%2C1407170759%2C1407170740%2C1407184636%2CB07Y1V7HQ5%2C0008487596%2C0241548330%2CB00VAPC6QK&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Traction-Man-Here-Mini-Grey/dp/0099451093/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2KN1OXBMXMPFR&dchild=1&keywords=traction+man&qid=1632417402&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sprefix=traction%2Caps%2C168&sr=8-1&sres=0099451093%2C1862308152%2C0099484021%2CB00DO8MKXA%2C0375855831%2CB00BOOSXXC%2C0224070487%2C140834047X%2C0998958034%2CB08T4H7K37%2C1471144062%2C0099439697%2C1840114916%2C0099417448%2C0007453388%2C0007513763&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Snail-Whale-Julia-Donaldson/dp/1509830448/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=the+snail+and+the+whale&qid=1632417424&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sr=8-2&sres=B0839PQQS5%2C1509830448%2C1529017203%2C1529023831%2C0330504053%2CB08F6VRJXW%2CB07SB198MC%2C1529040752%2C1529046467%2CB08CVSTKKQ%2C1509894217%2C1529023815%2CB08C31MG2V%2C1529023807%2C9123984279%2C1447261348&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Snail-Whale-Julia-Donaldson/dp/1509830448/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=the+snail+and+the+whale&qid=1632417424&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sr=8-2&sres=B0839PQQS5%2C1509830448%2C1529017203%2C1529023831%2C0330504053%2CB08F6VRJXW%2CB07SB198MC%2C1529040752%2C1529046467%2CB08CVSTKKQ%2C1509894217%2C1529023815%2CB08C31MG2V%2C1529023807%2C9123984279%2C1447261348&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Very-Hungry-Caterpillar-Board-Book/dp/0241003008/ref=sr_1_1?crid=30FV4LCXNIXXO&dchild=1&keywords=the+hungry+caterpillar+book&qid=1632417451&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sprefix=the+hun%2Caps%2C188&sr=8-1&sres=0241003008%2C0141352221%2C0241448263%2C0241329914%2C0141385103%2C0141329947%2C024154050X%2C039917317X%2C0593223934%2C024195956X%2C0399256059%2C0141361670%2C0241456819%2C0241432316%2C0241425654%2C0241376114&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Very-Hungry-Caterpillar-Board-Book/dp/0241003008/ref=sr_1_1?crid=30FV4LCXNIXXO&dchild=1&keywords=the+hungry+caterpillar+book&qid=1632417451&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sprefix=the+hun%2Caps%2C188&sr=8-1&sres=0241003008%2C0141352221%2C0241448263%2C0241329914%2C0141385103%2C0141329947%2C024154050X%2C039917317X%2C0593223934%2C024195956X%2C0399256059%2C0141361670%2C0241456819%2C0241432316%2C0241425654%2C0241376114&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Scarecrows-Wedding-Julia-Donaldson/dp/1407170740/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=scarecrow%27s+wedding&qid=1632417474&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sr=8-1&sres=1407170740%2C0702305189%2C9124140228%2C9124140287%2CB01ANPJK70%2C1509868321%2CB07Y1V7HQ5%2CB00LV805LO%2C1509892435%2C0723263663%2C1407184636%2C150980160X%2CB07HFWRNXC%2C184748154X%2CB019TKT6TM%2C1407173502
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Scarecrows-Wedding-Julia-Donaldson/dp/1407170740/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=scarecrow%27s+wedding&qid=1632417474&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sr=8-1&sres=1407170740%2C0702305189%2C9124140228%2C9124140287%2CB01ANPJK70%2C1509868321%2CB07Y1V7HQ5%2CB00LV805LO%2C1509892435%2C0723263663%2C1407184636%2C150980160X%2CB07HFWRNXC%2C184748154X%2CB019TKT6TM%2C1407173502
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Storm-Whale-Benji-Davies/dp/1471115682/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3JJ9RNOE49G69&dchild=1&keywords=the+storm+whale&qid=1632417497&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sprefix=the+storm%2Caps%2C181&sr=8-1&sres=1471115682%2C147111998X%2C1471171809%2C1910646253%2C9124140570%2C0689848838%2C1471119955%2C1913634167%2C0008212821%2C1509830448%2C1419733567%2C0241470153%2C1847807186%2C1510105018%2CB08DSTHKQB%2CB08GB36SBW&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Rainbow-Fish-Marcus-Pfister/dp/3314015445/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=rainbow+fish&qid=1632417522&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sr=8-1&sres=3314015445%2C073584285X%2C0735844291%2CB07XDDDN84%2CB0964G6GMY%2C1651395195%2CB07YYMD7ZH%2C0735841853%2CB07QQMSPP1%2CB09GCTYM1J%2C3314016697%2C0735840075%2CB08HW44G5V%2C0735841462%2C3314015747%2CB09CRM3NH3&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Lost-Found-Oliver-Jeffers/dp/0007150369/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=lost+and+found&qid=1632417542&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=0007150369%2CB01MG98A36%2C1848663951%2C1118898575%2C1509877959%2C1733942998%2C000838133X%2C0241447941%2C1982148349%2CB0959RCGRG%2C1534452192%2C0008237646%2C1913595005%2C0008375194%2C1800464843%2C1916080162


 

 
 

Reading 

Penponds School Reading Spine  

Year 1 and 2 - Godolphin Class. 

These books will compliment your child’s learning in school. These books are recommended to be shared 

with your child. 

Year A                                Year B

Autumn 
 

Jack’s Fantastic Voyage 

 

Ocean Meets Sky 

 

Meerkat Mail 

Spring Jasper’s Beanstalk 

 

Tidy 

 

Hansel and Gretel 

Summer Rumplestiltskin 

 

Sally and the Limpet 

 

Alba the Hundred Year Old Fish 
 

 

 

Autumn Wild 

 

The Tin Forest 

 

One Day on our Blue Planet 

Spring The Marvellous Moon Map 

 

Beegu 

 

Here we are, Notes for Living 

on Planet Earth 

Summer Bog Baby 

 

Dinosaur Diary 

 

Dear Dinosaur 

 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Jacks-Fantastic-Voyage-Michael-Foreman/dp/1849392560
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Ocean-Meets-Sky-Eric-Fan/dp/1786035626/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3JY325GOWYHR1&dchild=1&keywords=ocean+meets+sky&qid=1632416186&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sprefix=ocena+meets+sky%2Cstripbooks%2C147&sr=1-1&sres=1786035626%2C191114393X%2CB08W4VYPLS%2C1849675635%2C0997616733%2CB07QHPXBXR%2C1093462728%2C140811402X%2CB096Y513XG%2C7571501792%2CB097SRZH6W%2C0692338896%2C1696842255%2CB088LD5HJ5%2C1444946315%2C1787410153&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Meerkat-Mail-Emily-Gravett/dp/1509836136/ref=sr_1_1?crid=24J0EE2P0NX9&dchild=1&keywords=meerkat+mail&qid=1632416234&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sprefix=Meerka%2Cstripbooks%2C157&sr=1-1&sres=1509836136%2CB01K3HR9IA%2CB00SLSXAG4%2CB08VJG5QSG%2CB0163E3RQ0%2C9123906332%2C1509857303%2C1406379719%2C1402242689%2C1580891543%2C0008357242%2C1916254926%2C147494101X%2C1406372420%2C0007513763%2C1700048198&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Jasper-Jaspers-Beanstalk-Nick-Butterworth/dp/144491815X/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1D2Z0DOUOPVL1&dchild=1&keywords=jaspers+beanstalk&qid=1632416272&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sprefix=jasper%27s+bean%2Cstripbooks%2C149&sr=1-1&sres=144491815X%2C1444944223%2C1407160583%2CB011T774I8%2C014055713X%2C144491040X%2CB088VVPL8X%2C0099262533%2CB0915Q8X22%2C1407169459%2C099895800X%2C015204633X%2CB08T4H7K37%2C1845070895%2C1529023149%2C0750024976&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Tidy-Emily-Gravett/dp/1447273990/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Tidy&qid=1632416299&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=1447273990%2CB0859K171N%2CB07G24T8C2%2C1529109493%2C1795819790%2CB07QXT3BVV%2CB07QXT3XWZ%2CB07G1THTZB%2CB01JJ07UQI%2CB09FS9PM5K%2CB09FRZXDNM%2CB08HYV3M2D%2CB07G1THTZ8%2CB08JJ8CYC6%2C0702043443%2CB08F9W66F5&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Hansel-Fairytale-Classics-Josephine-Collins/dp/1788813359/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=hansel+and+gretel&qid=1632416649&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&refinements=p_72%3A184315031&rnid=184297031&s=books&sr=1-2&sres=1788813359%2C0723270694%2C1406318523%2C1509842705%2C1509851690%2C1408861984%2C0142003077%2C0140508368%2C1786922916%2C847864377X%2C0486288188%2C1844447715%2C0698114078%2C3356012266%2C024129861X%2C1626924228
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Rumpelstiltskin-My-First-Fairy-Tales/dp/1848957092/ref=sr_1_3?crid=2PSSUNLONJMBM&dchild=1&keywords=rumplestiltskin&qid=1632416769&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&refinements=p_72%3A184315031%2Cp_n_feature_eight_browse-bin%3A4510959031&rnid=4510951031&s=books&sprefix=rumpl%2Cstripbooks%2C165&sr=1-3&sres=B00DRH8I3O%2C1409311163%2C1848957092%2C1841211524%2C1447292111%2C1570918902%2C0147509491%2C0863159478%2C1631583417%2C0064410951%2C0723281440%2C0723297258%2C0140558640%2C030717025X%2C0723297584%2CB00L05BKD0
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Sally-Limpet-Simon-James/dp/1406308463/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1OII789VHV7XN&dchild=1&keywords=sally+and+the+limpet&qid=1632416870&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sprefix=sally+and+the%2Cstripbooks%2C149&sr=1-1&sres=1406308463%2CB07S9F7X55%2C1916254926%2C140639291X%2C0744577993%2C1844285227%2C0711245630%2C1406308498%2C1406367400%2C0689807686%2C1406308455%2CB0928HQQ7W%2C1406352519
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Alba-Hundred-Year-Old-Fish/dp/1787417298/ref=sr_1_1?crid=623N3G8ASEKD&dchild=1&keywords=alba+the+hundred+year+old+fish&qid=1632416898&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sprefix=Alba+the%2Cstripbooks%2C147&sr=1-1&sres=1787417298%2C1699384657%2C1787415635%2C1787415627%2C0008357919%2C1526361760%2C1405294213%2C0241366917%2CB074MDZKXQ%2C2368087141&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Wild-Emily-Hughes/dp/1909263621/ref=sr_1_6?crid=1MOI9O40KWF3K&dchild=1&keywords=wild+children+book&qid=1632416960&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sprefix=wild+children+%2Cstripbooks%2C149&sr=8-6&sres=0340841710%2C1529045320%2C1783781939%2C1909263621%2C3791387200%2C1908489448%2C184614924X%2C1788003322%2CB0856V6HFZ%2C1452162883%2C0750293276%2C1426338600%2C1526605511%2C1447277279%2C1903919118%2C1474968872&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Tin-Forest-Helen-Ward/dp/1848776675/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=the+tin+forest&qid=1632416987&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sr=8-1&sres=1848776675%2CB011T6WKGU%2CB00NBDT64Y%2C1787416275%2C0099461811%2C1406355348%2C0319242803%2C1447273990%2C1406355593%2CB07FMMW749%2C0241411998%2C0747581061%2C0552545953%2C0319263525%2C395050060X%2C1916209645&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/One-Day-our-Blue-Planet/dp/191249731X/ref=sr_1_4?dchild=1&keywords=one+day+on+our+blue+planet&qid=1632417019&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sr=8-4&sres=1911171763%2C1912497387%2C1912497093%2C191249731X%2C1838740562%2CB08X6M34VG%2C9403210478%2C1847800351%2C0500651191%2CB07ZLKT9SH%2C192597314X%2C0152053743%2C1526362686%2C8415241348%2CB01NB8QCMF%2CB00LI55CE0&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Marvellous-Moon-Map-Teresa-Heapy/dp/1782956662/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3O9X0FJK94O8&dchild=1&keywords=marvellous+moon+map&qid=1632417050&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sprefix=marvellous+moon%2Caps%2C148&sr=8-1&sres=1782956662%2C1999784545%2C1912203847%2C1913447081%2CB00IUKYJ5E%2C1913447057%2CB07KJNJV5Q%2C1999784502%2C0319242757%2C1913447030%2C0319245632%2C0319262537%2C1999784561%2CB00DTT5T1Y%2CB07TBRJKX4%2C1999784588&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Marvellous-Moon-Map-Teresa-Heapy/dp/1782956662/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3O9X0FJK94O8&dchild=1&keywords=marvellous+moon+map&qid=1632417050&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sprefix=marvellous+moon%2Caps%2C148&sr=8-1&sres=1782956662%2C1999784545%2C1912203847%2C1913447081%2CB00IUKYJ5E%2C1913447057%2CB07KJNJV5Q%2C1999784502%2C0319242757%2C1913447030%2C0319245632%2C0319262537%2C1999784561%2CB00DTT5T1Y%2CB07TBRJKX4%2C1999784588&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Beegu-Alexis-Deacon/dp/0099417448/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Beegu&qid=1632417075&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sr=8-1&sres=0099417448%2CB017PNV6M0%2C0007182325%2C0241357217%2C0241394325%2C1840114916%2C0007150342%2C1842707310%2CB08QM161BD%2C1471115682%2C1849415617%2C1416917055%2C070230252X%2C0007150369%2CB071FB6CGJ%2C024132257X&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Here-We-Are-Living-Planet/dp/0008266166/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=planet+earth+oliver+jeffers&qid=1632417119&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sr=1-2&sres=9124115207%2C0008266166%2C9026146566%2C0008380201%2CB07S895J48%2C140594658X%2C0008470774%2C000758461X%2C0008382204%2C0007263899%2C0007150369%2C0007182325%2C0007182333%2C024136101X%2C0008357919%2C1838094415&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Here-We-Are-Living-Planet/dp/0008266166/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=planet+earth+oliver+jeffers&qid=1632417119&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sr=1-2&sres=9124115207%2C0008266166%2C9026146566%2C0008380201%2CB07S895J48%2C140594658X%2C0008470774%2C000758461X%2C0008382204%2C0007263899%2C0007150369%2C0007182325%2C0007182333%2C024136101X%2C0008357919%2C1838094415&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Bog-Baby-Jeanne-Willis/dp/0141500301/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=bog+baby&qid=1632417160&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=0141500301%2CB00DI3IOK4%2C1420884204%2C014150238X%2C1846432766%2C150980160X%2C1510105018%2C0711245630%2CB087SMHXGT%2C0061900656%2C1509836322%2C1408315882%2C0500651191%2CB08W6P2G8W%2C1426310145%2CB08WS5KHGY&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Dinosaurs-Diary-Young-Puffin-Story/dp/014131382X/ref=sr_1_1?crid=16HEN6ADY4SFN&dchild=1&keywords=dinosaur+diary&qid=1632417185&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sprefix=dinosaur+diary%2Cstripbooks%2C152&sr=1-1&sres=014131382X%2CB094T629XH%2CB091GHRGXM%2CB095LH5HPJ%2C1653637080%2C167393336X%2CB093RMYKHH%2CB0948GRPLK%2C1631631969%2CB09GS4Z1DL%2CB08LNBWJYL%2CB09GQLGHCD%2CB09GQLJ51S%2C1689294485%2CB09GQLHJL6%2C1529120284&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Dear-Dinosaur-Chae-Strathie/dp/1407159291/ref=sr_1_1?adgrpid=50093442461&dchild=1&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI0qad_suV8wIVVeztCh3u8Q4DEAAYASAAEgJcGfD_BwE&hvadid=259031701382&hvdev=c&hvlocphy=1007013&hvnetw=g&hvqmt=e&hvrand=8590964497579678860&hvtargid=kwd-315916267410&hydadcr=18019_1757059&keywords=dear+dinosaur&qid=1632417210&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sr=8-1&sres=1407159291%2C1407164708%2CB0991CCJPN%2C1481449850%2C1407193848%2C1481482130%2C1407164724%2C1782955445%2C1509870326%2C1788003314%2C0746097840%2C1916129900%2C1529051819%2C1471193071%2C024134980X%2C0723292086&srpt=ABIS_BOOK


 
 Reading 

Penponds School Reading Spine 

Year 3 and 4 - Trencrom Class. 

These books will compliment your child’s learning in school. 

Year A                       Year B 

    

 

Autumn 

 

Egyptian Cinderella - Shirley Climo 

 

The Time Travelling Cat and the Egyptian 

Goddess - Julia Jarman  

 

Varjak Paw – SF Said  

 

Awful Egyptians 

Spring The Astounding Broccoli Boy - Frank 

Cottrell Boyce  

 

Giant - Kate Scott  

 

George's Marvellous Medicine - Roald 

Dahl 

Summer  

Empire's End - A Roman Story -Leila 

Rasheed  

 

Romans on the Rampage - Jeremy Strong  

 

The 13 Storey Treehouse – Andy 

Griffths 

Autumn The Great Kapok Tree - Lynne 

Cherry 

 

The Girl who stole an Elephant – 

Nizrana Farook 

 

Explorer – Katherine Rundell 

 

Spring Dolphin Boy- Elizabeth Laird  

 

The Boy Who Grew Dragons –Andy 

Shepherd 

 

Greta and the Giants – Zoe Tucker 

 

Summer Stone Age Boy - Satoshi Kitamura  

 

Stig of the Dump - Clive King  

 

The Wild Girl – Christopher 

Wormell 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Egyptian-Cinderella-Shirley-Climo/dp/069004822X/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=Egyptian+Cinderella+-+Shirley+Climo&qid=1632680545&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sr=8-2&sres=B011T81OVA%2CB017PNWF5W%2C0064433978%2C0064438538%2CB003V465O2%2C1943051534%2C194305133X%2C1943051208%2CB07DRFDKT3%2CB082VDXF49%2CB08HVZ6127%2CB000BMBK4M%2CB07W45KX5V%2CB07W7DZB9B%2CB000627ZNM%2CB07TGGWX8D
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Time-Travelling-Cat-Egyptian-Goddess/dp/1783445734/ref=sr_1_1?crid=NCV2IPSP9RYJ&dchild=1&keywords=time+travelling+cat+egypt&qid=1632680572&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sprefix=time+travelling+cat%2Caps%2C162&sr=8-1&sres=1783445734%2C0435076213%2CB0184WNKS4%2C0241351146%2C0008319790%2C1783446188%2C1783445742%2C1405930128%2C1426215649%2C1838168303%2C1999914732%2CB004EPYSO6%2C1783446250%2CB07NPDKW59%2CB089H1HKW4%2CB00HG5HQKO&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Time-Travelling-Cat-Egyptian-Goddess/dp/1783445734/ref=sr_1_1?crid=NCV2IPSP9RYJ&dchild=1&keywords=time+travelling+cat+egypt&qid=1632680572&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sprefix=time+travelling+cat%2Caps%2C162&sr=8-1&sres=1783445734%2C0435076213%2CB0184WNKS4%2C0241351146%2C0008319790%2C1783446188%2C1783445742%2C1405930128%2C1426215649%2C1838168303%2C1999914732%2CB004EPYSO6%2C1783446250%2CB07NPDKW59%2CB089H1HKW4%2CB00HG5HQKO&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Varjak-Paw-SF-Said/dp/0552572292/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=varjak+paw&qid=1632680611&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sr=8-1&sres=0552572292%2C0552572306%2CB00LI5WEZ0%2CB00CB5Z98K%2CB00RWNJHZ2%2CB08RS6X4SJ%2C9123465506%2C1407160699%2C1529009421%2C0552571342%2C1472988302%2C1529068177%2C0755501071%2C1510106774%2C1910002747%2C1800222939&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Awful-Egyptians-Horrible-Histories-Terry/dp/1407104209
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Astounding-Broccoli-Frank-Cottrell-Boyce/dp/1529008808/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=the+astounding+broccoli+boy&qid=1632680704&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sr=8-1&sres=1529008808%2CB00UV09WBM%2C9526530535%2C9124063169%2C9123583231%2C1786541041%2CB003GGSSQI%2C0525580379%2C1529034132%2C1510109862%2C1509880283%2CB006L9ZIAG%2C1848128711%2CB01GZALC0K&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Astounding-Broccoli-Frank-Cottrell-Boyce/dp/1529008808/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=the+astounding+broccoli+boy&qid=1632680704&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sr=8-1&sres=1529008808%2CB00UV09WBM%2C9526530535%2C9124063169%2C9123583231%2C1786541041%2CB003GGSSQI%2C0525580379%2C1529034132%2C1510109862%2C1509880283%2CB006L9ZIAG%2C1848128711%2CB01GZALC0K&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Giant-feel-good-childrens-growing-yourself/dp/184812564X/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1ECA6QFJ24HR6&dchild=1&keywords=giant+kate+scott&qid=1632680754&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sprefix=giant+kates%2Caps%2C161&sr=8-1&sres=184812564X%2C1848126247%2CB07VZ14ZPZ%2CB07LB3S6QH%2CB01I4JBK2U%2CB097ZGRS44%2C0711915229%2CB00004WI9Y%2CB09DK5YXXN%2CB082LSNT27%2CB07FT7N8TS%2C0241215722%2C1570424403
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Georges-Marvellous-Medicine-Dahl-Fiction/dp/0141365501/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3RZXUV5ODL9NN&dchild=1&keywords=georges+marvellous+medicine&qid=1632680781&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sprefix=georges+marve%2Caps%2C176&sr=8-1&sres=0141365501%2C0140926526%2CB00MOPK6YE%2C1407160613%2C0141375949%2C1408288362%2C0141377534%2C014136551X%2C1529068177%2C0008487596%2C0141365498%2C014137425X%2C0141365455%2C0141371331%2C9124079278%2CB002VISNHG&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Georges-Marvellous-Medicine-Dahl-Fiction/dp/0141365501/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3RZXUV5ODL9NN&dchild=1&keywords=georges+marvellous+medicine&qid=1632680781&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sprefix=georges+marve%2Caps%2C176&sr=8-1&sres=0141365501%2C0140926526%2CB00MOPK6YE%2C1407160613%2C0141375949%2C1408288362%2C0141377534%2C014136551X%2C1529068177%2C0008487596%2C0141365498%2C014137425X%2C0141365455%2C0141371331%2C9124079278%2CB002VISNHG&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Empires-End-Roman-Story-Voices/dp/140719139X/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Empire%27s+End+-+A+Roman+Story+Leila+Rasheed&qid=1632681042&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=140719139X%2C9124119113%2C0545116759%2C0746090919&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Empires-End-Roman-Story-Voices/dp/140719139X/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Empire%27s+End+-+A+Roman+Story+Leila+Rasheed&qid=1632681042&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=140719139X%2C9124119113%2C0545116759%2C0746090919&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Romans-Rampage-Jeremy-Strong/dp/0141357711/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1W5ZX1YQAHF1B&dchild=1&keywords=romans+on+the+rampage+jeremy+strong&qid=1632681107&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sprefix=romans+on+the%2Cstripbooks%2C155&sr=1-1&sres=0141357711%2C0141361417%2C0141372559%2CB018EXRCUK%2C9123606967%2CB08W31BM8P%2CB0728371DK%2CB00R3C1UP2%2C0141385421%2CB018V74VHG%2CB006R6420A&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/13-Storey-Treehouse-Books/dp/1447279786/ref=sr_1_2_sspa?crid=7XVNJ86IXO8P&dchild=1&keywords=the+13+storey+treehouse&qid=1632680922&s=books&sprefix=the+13%2Cstripbooks%2C160&sr=1-2-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUEzT0ZJUVNCRTJGUkRKJmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUEwOTUwMDUyVDlQM0pZUDg3S0FXJmVuY3J5cHRlZEFkSWQ9QTA5ODkwNzQxVzQzSkdOMFU4TkNPJndpZGdldE5hbWU9c3BfYXRmJmFjdGlvbj1jbGlja1JlZGlyZWN0JmRvTm90TG9nQ2xpY2s9dHJ1ZQ==
https://www.amazon.co.uk/13-Storey-Treehouse-Books/dp/1447279786/ref=sr_1_2_sspa?crid=7XVNJ86IXO8P&dchild=1&keywords=the+13+storey+treehouse&qid=1632680922&s=books&sprefix=the+13%2Cstripbooks%2C160&sr=1-2-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUEzT0ZJUVNCRTJGUkRKJmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUEwOTUwMDUyVDlQM0pZUDg3S0FXJmVuY3J5cHRlZEFkSWQ9QTA5ODkwNzQxVzQzSkdOMFU4TkNPJndpZGdldE5hbWU9c3BfYXRmJmFjdGlvbj1jbGlja1JlZGlyZWN0JmRvTm90TG9nQ2xpY2s9dHJ1ZQ==
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Great-Kapok-Tree-Amazon-Forest/dp/0152026142/ref=sr_1_1?crid=118ZV3KHI6JDT&dchild=1&keywords=the+great+kapok+tree&qid=1632681148&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sprefix=the+great+kapolk%2Cstripbooks%2C160&sr=1-1&sres=0152026142%2C1576900843%2CB07PWW5YKD%2CB01071LMNA%2C1425889581%2C1797206834%2C0977742385%2C1911382357%2C1408882191%2C0008319456%2C1999364112%2C1913988023%2C0152024867%2C0997389958%2C095685950X%2C184686545X&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Great-Kapok-Tree-Amazon-Forest/dp/0152026142/ref=sr_1_1?crid=118ZV3KHI6JDT&dchild=1&keywords=the+great+kapok+tree&qid=1632681148&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sprefix=the+great+kapolk%2Cstripbooks%2C160&sr=1-1&sres=0152026142%2C1576900843%2CB07PWW5YKD%2CB01071LMNA%2C1425889581%2C1797206834%2C0977742385%2C1911382357%2C1408882191%2C0008319456%2C1999364112%2C1913988023%2C0152024867%2C0997389958%2C095685950X%2C184686545X&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Girl-Who-Stole-Elephant/dp/1788006348/ref=as_li_ss_tl?pd_rd_w=wOeYv&pf_rd_p=0b287dfd-17bb-473b-878d-27964fab82e6&pf_rd_r=QFACVZD7C00YRR4472BE&pd_rd_r=88bdfba0-b3fb-49ee-a63f-d3ee61cb4e89&pd_rd_wg=3zsLj&pd_rd_i=1788006348&psc=1&linkCode=sl1&tag=stoagetoiroag-21&linkId=dbfeb5074a02df69018bcd056cfba08a&language=en_GB
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Girl-Who-Stole-Elephant/dp/1788006348/ref=as_li_ss_tl?pd_rd_w=wOeYv&pf_rd_p=0b287dfd-17bb-473b-878d-27964fab82e6&pf_rd_r=QFACVZD7C00YRR4472BE&pd_rd_r=88bdfba0-b3fb-49ee-a63f-d3ee61cb4e89&pd_rd_wg=3zsLj&pd_rd_i=1788006348&psc=1&linkCode=sl1&tag=stoagetoiroag-21&linkId=dbfeb5074a02df69018bcd056cfba08a&language=en_GB
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Explorer-Katherine-Rundell/dp/1408882191/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=explorer&qid=1632681352&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=1408882191%2C024134378X%2C1783702494%2C0008169268%2C0319263533%2C0319243176%2C0319475883%2C0319244601%2C0319263932%2C0319243575%2C0319263924%2C0319264033%2C0319263991%2C0319264025%2C0319264017%2C0319243079
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Song-Dolphin-Boy-Elizabeth-Laird/dp/1509828230/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=dolphin+boy&qid=1632678481&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sr=8-2&sres=1783447508%2C1509828230%2CB087CSWNN8%2C0749737301%2CB09GXKFH38%2CB09GJPFRV3%2CB09GT4J36R%2CB01NBYHVMM%2CB09GQP8989%2CB08XLLF2HG%2CB07JH84ZKB%2CB08R4KBMRP%2CB09G9NBCDM%2CB00HZOBLQ6%2CB09GTG74FK%2CB07KV1HMY4
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Boy-Who-Grew-Dragons/dp/1848126492/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=the+boy+who+grew+dragons&qid=1632681194&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=1848126492%2C9124090638%2C1848129424%2C1848126808%2C1848128789%2C1848129254%2C1848127359%2C9124019348%2C9123774207%2C024140746X%2C0008487596%2C1405298197%2C0552572802%2C1510105018%2C1916254942%2C0473376210&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Boy-Who-Grew-Dragons/dp/1848126492/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=the+boy+who+grew+dragons&qid=1632681194&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=1848126492%2C9124090638%2C1848129424%2C1848126808%2C1848128789%2C1848129254%2C1848127359%2C9124019348%2C9123774207%2C024140746X%2C0008487596%2C1405298197%2C0552572802%2C1510105018%2C1916254942%2C0473376210&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Greta-Giants-inspired-Thunbergs-stand/dp/0711253757/ref=sr_1_1?crid=FZKNPB8E0EHE&dchild=1&keywords=greta+and+the+giants&qid=1632681219&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sprefix=greta+and+the%2Cstripbooks%2C154&sr=1-1&sres=0711253757%2C9463962115%2C1788008529%2C0241345898%2C147119065X%2C024144389X%2C0711245630%2C1780555881%2C140594658X%2C1648450660%2C178603803X%2C1406379778%2CB08Z2V743L%2C0241287251%2C0141992719%2C024145297X&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Stone-Age-Boy-Satoshi-Kitamura/dp/1406312193/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=stone+age+boy&qid=1632681288&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=1406312193%2C1472950313%2C0141374055%2C1406384011%2C0241282705%2C0008310815%2C0750297360%2C1782941959%2C0008163804%2C1847805205%2C0241407354%2CB09B7Q23CG%2C0008164703%2C1407165593%2C1786892731%2C0316204781&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Stig-Dump-Puffin-Book-Clive/dp/0141354852/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=stig+of+the+dump&qid=1632681312&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=0141354852%2CB0184WJPA6%2CB00SLUO3UE%2C0439945186%2C1407142313%2C0439016894%2C0192734504%2C1529068177%2C0141302232%2C147119244X%2C0008164703%2C1916254926%2C0008446806%2C0141354860%2C0241517761%2C1406389374&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Wild-Girl-Christopher-Wormell/dp/0241363497/ref=sr_1_1?crid=16D4SBCMBWYUW&dchild=1&keywords=the+wild+girl+chris+wormell&qid=1632680482&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sprefix=the+wild+girl+chris%2Cstripbooks%2C152&sr=8-1&sres=0241363497%2CB07GSKSKVW%2C1788450167%2C0702305081%2C1783706945%2C0099438623%2C1862306524&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Wild-Girl-Christopher-Wormell/dp/0241363497/ref=sr_1_1?crid=16D4SBCMBWYUW&dchild=1&keywords=the+wild+girl+chris+wormell&qid=1632680482&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sprefix=the+wild+girl+chris%2Cstripbooks%2C152&sr=8-1&sres=0241363497%2CB07GSKSKVW%2C1788450167%2C0702305081%2C1783706945%2C0099438623%2C1862306524&srpt=ABIS_BOOK


 
 Reading 

Penponds School Reading Spine  

Year 5 and 6 -Tregonning Class. 

These books will compliment your child’s learning in school. 

Year A                                                               Year B  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Autumn Who Let the Gods Out? – Maz 

Evans  

 

Percy Jackson series – Rick 

Riordan  

 

Beasts of Olympus: Beast Keeper  

Spring Floodland by Marcus Sedgwick 

 

Run Wild by Gill Lewis 

 

The Last Bear by Hannah Gold 

Summer Vicious Vikings –Terry Deary 

 

The Saga of Erik the Viking- Terry 

Jones & Michael Foreman 

 

How to Train Your Dragon Cressida 

Cowell  

Autumn Letters from the Lighthouse - Emma 

Carroll 

 

Goodnight Mister Tom – Michelle 

Magorian 

 

Friend or Foe - Michael Morpugo  

   

 

Spring Cosmic - Frank Cottrell Boyce   

 

Fortunately The Milk - Neil Gaiman   

   

Hidden Figures: The True Story of Four 

Black Women and the Space Race - 

Margot Lee Shetterly  

 

Summer Cogheart - Peter Bunzl  

 

Hetty Feather - Jacqueline Wilson 

 

Shackleton’s Journey – William Grill 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Who-Let-Gods-Out-Evans/dp/1910655414/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=who+let+the+god+lout&qid=1632676685&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sr=8-1&sres=1910655414%2C1910655511%2CB08RR7G9X4%2C1911077007%2C912389816X%2CB07FCT8MF9%2CB08RR9KRL3%2C1910655996%2C0879307617%2CB00FJ67BRU%2CB01AT7GE9Y%2CB08CBP9W5B%2CB019SFCL0O%2C1633443582%2CB07PKDF6WT%2CB079YZ9SVH&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Who-Let-Gods-Out-Evans/dp/1910655414/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=who+let+the+god+lout&qid=1632676685&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sr=8-1&sres=1910655414%2C1910655511%2CB08RR7G9X4%2C1911077007%2C912389816X%2CB07FCT8MF9%2CB08RR9KRL3%2C1910655996%2C0879307617%2CB00FJ67BRU%2CB01AT7GE9Y%2CB08CBP9W5B%2CB019SFCL0O%2C1633443582%2CB07PKDF6WT%2CB079YZ9SVH&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Riordan-Jacksons-Magnus-Collection-Heroes/dp/9124079693/ref=sr_1_3?dchild=1&keywords=percy+jackson+series&qid=1632676731&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sr=8-3&sres=B00JWRX5EA%2C9124079693%2C9123894504%2C0141329505%2C1484786386%2C0141346833%2CB00JDY98U2%2C9124369225%2C0141346809%2CB08GLP1PW7%2C0141346817%2CB08ZBRK3NR%2C0141346841%2C9124098566%2C1484756886%2C9526515099&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Riordan-Jacksons-Magnus-Collection-Heroes/dp/9124079693/ref=sr_1_3?dchild=1&keywords=percy+jackson+series&qid=1632676731&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sr=8-3&sres=B00JWRX5EA%2C9124079693%2C9123894504%2C0141329505%2C1484786386%2C0141346833%2CB00JDY98U2%2C9124369225%2C0141346809%2CB08GLP1PW7%2C0141346817%2CB08ZBRK3NR%2C0141346841%2C9124098566%2C1484756886%2C9526515099&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Beasts-Olympus-Beast-Keeper-Book/dp/1848124392/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=beasts+of+olympus&qid=1632676784&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sr=8-1&sres=1848124392%2CB00XGX91BW%2C1848124406%2CB01DF9PUU2%2C1524790648%2C0515159522%2C0451534336%2C1101995521%2C2017043680%2C2019110105%2C2019110113%2C1848124627%2C0448461935%2C0448461951%2CB00433SVP6%2C1526640872&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Floodland-Marcus-Sedgwick/dp/1858817633/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=floodlands&qid=1632676813&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sr=8-1&sres=1858817633%2CB01824ZNGG%2CB01824ZOGA%2CB00CB5Y6Y8%2C1873821026%2CB09H4T3NV9%2CB083JJVHHV%2CB011T77BB8%2CB01GXS9S96%2CB01E7Y4M30%2CB00GQ6EY1S%2C0771883439%2CB09H4RLCKK%2CB09GKXFCK5%2CB019NQGIJ8%2CB008OVP0QQ
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Run-Wild-Gill-Lewis/dp/1781128286/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3L7Q95U3EYW29&dchild=1&keywords=run+wild+book&qid=1632676844&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sprefix=run+wild%2Caps%2C166&sr=8-1&sres=1781128286%2CB08F4JLD3C%2CB08TX7WCXQ%2C1912722003%2C0670014117%2CB007IL5018%2C1405275006%2C1910636150%2C1472841336%2C0876850050%2CB00J6SN6LW%2C1846041090%2C1787839818%2C1526605511%2CB08M2G2GF7%2C1398706132&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Last-Bear-stunning-childrens-battle/dp/000841128X/ref=sr_1_1?crid=MUJIG5M01CSU&dchild=1&keywords=the+last+bear&qid=1632676872&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&sprefix=the+last+bear%2Caps%2C284&sr=8-1&sres=000841128X%2CB07VQMS12L%2C1906120161%2C1509862595%2C0140363823%2CB085RTL6XY%2C0061240699%2C1529006503%2C0008412944%2CB08M5G5F8Q%2C1786898292%2C1529021383%2C075550108X%2C0008446806%2C1406353035%2C1774261391&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Vicious-Vikings-Horrible-Histories-Terry/dp/1407163868?tag=schoolreadinglist-21
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Saga-Erik-Viking-Puffin-Books/dp/0140317139/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=the+saga+of+michael+foreman&qid=1632677102&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sr=1-2&sres=B0016LED8M%2C0140317139%2C0140322612%2CB00PPHG1YW%2C0263871355%2C3741605530%2CB00ANXXLG4%2C0263871223%2C0434140929&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Saga-Erik-Viking-Puffin-Books/dp/0140317139/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=the+saga+of+michael+foreman&qid=1632677102&qsid=257-3542143-1315201&s=books&sr=1-2&sres=B0016LED8M%2C0140317139%2C0140322612%2CB00PPHG1YW%2C0263871355%2C3741605530%2CB00ANXXLG4%2C0263871223%2C0434140929&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
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 Reading 

Strategies for supporting pupils with Special Educational Needs and Disabilities in Reading lessons. 
 

Here’s how we will help. 

Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity 

Disorder 

• Using a non-confrontational approach and listening to the individual child will help reduce their heightened arousal. 

• Vipers and RWI lessons allow children to predict  what will happen and provide a formal sequence. 

• The use of audio books alongside the text support children with their concentration. 

• Ensure the child is positioned carefully so that teacher 

has easy access for support. 

 
Anxiety 

• Where possible, the child is taught by a well know adult who they have already established a trusted relationship with. 

• Allow the child to be involved when choosing groups of partners within the taught reading session. 

• Point, Evidence and Explanation is used consistently throughout all year groups so children become familiar with the approach to answering questions. 

• Ensure children sit in the same seat every day and is pre-warned if the seating plan needs to change for any reason. 

• Avoid direct questioning; instead, questioning is used on a 1:1 basis where the adult has established trust with the child. 

• Specific children with anxieties around toileting (for example the hand dryer) have the opportunity to use a toilet they are familiar with. 

• Where possible, children are prepared when there is a 

change in staff member. 

Autism 
Spectrum 

Disorder 

• Children are encouraged to sit where they feel the most comfortable in the classroom. Where possible, this seating plan is not altered unless the child is happy and 
involved in the process. 

Sensory resources are readily available for all children. 

• Extra processing time is given and on the spot questioning, is avoided during whole class teaching. 

• Children are allowed to read on their own if it is too challenging them to read with a partner. 

• Planned and unplanned sensory breaks are permitted throughout the lesson. 

• There is always an available adult for a ‘change of face’ if 

needed. 

 
Dyscalcula 

• Children have access to their own whiteboard in the session, rather than copying from the class board. 

• Questions are differentiated and the child themselves 
chooses the level they feel comfortable with. 

 
Dyslexia 

• Audio books are used with whole class groups. 

• There is no pressure put on individual children to read aloud in front of the class. 

• A ruler can be used to track the words as the child read. 

• Personalised coloured overlays can be used; these are readily available to. 

• Larger print books are available, alongside dyslexia friendly fonts and slides on PowerPoints. 

• There is a huge focus on learning new vocabulary for all. 

• Questions are read aloud to the child. 

 
Dyspraxia 

• Rules and systems are clarified, using unambiguous language. 

• Opportunity is given to move around between bursts of learning. 

• We ensure that when working in pairs, the partner reader is sensitive to the needs of the child and knows confidently what they are doing. 

• The reading lesson is broken down into key component parts and the teacher prompts these. 

• There is plenty of space between readers to enable the child to concentrate on their own reading. 

• Noise is kept to a minimum. 

• The parts of the reading lesson are clearly defined. 
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Hearing 

Impairment 

• Careful consideration is given to seating, with individual considerations made discreetly and not publicly. 

• Written materials are provided in addition to teacher talk. 

• Only one person is encouraged to speak at a time. 

• There is a space provided for the child at the front of the classroom with an unobstructed line of vision. 

• The teacher leading the lesson discreetly checks in 
regularly with the child to check they are hearing and understanding. 

 

 
Toileting 
Issues 

• Children are allowed to leave the classroom discreetly and without needing to get permission. Toilet passes are used for children to communicate they need to leave. 

• Positioning in the classroom allows the child to sit near to the door so that they can leave easily. 

Cognition and 
Learning 

Challenges 

• Time is given to consider questions, process and formulate an answer. 

• The opportunity is given for reading to be physically demonstrated rather than getting the child to solely rely on verbal instructions. 

• Specific, targeted praise is given so they know what they are doing well. 

• Support is given when managing peer relationships effectively, the child is involved in the process of choosing a partner reader. 

• Instructions are simple and mistakes are considered as 

learning opportunities. 

Speech, 
Language & 

Communication 
Needs 

• Language is purposefully kept simple and consistent throughout the sessions. 

• Closed questions are used when exploring comprehension, which only require a yes or no answer. 

• Clear language is used to model and expand what has been said. 

• Plenty of opportunity is given to communicate ideas in a small group. 

• Any attempt to communicate is responded to positively. 

 
Tourette 
Syndrome 

• Emotional reactions are filtered and adults listen and respond with support and understanding. 

• Children are never asked to stop their tics. 

• Where vocal tics are prominent children are not asked to read aloud as we are understanding that they may be reluctant to do this. 

• There is a clear structure to the lesson. 

• Although children are encouraged to listen, teachers are aware that at times tics inhibit auditory processing . It is 

never assumed that they are intentionally not listening. 

 
Experienced 

Trauma 

• Positive self- talk is modelled when reading. Mistakes are seen as a positive part of learning. 

• A predictable environment with clear expectations for behaviour is provided. 

• Adults will calm and support if a child becomes overwhelmed. 

• Breakout spaces are available to all children. 

                  

 
Visual 

Impairment 

• Careful consideration is given to seating, with individual considerations made discreetly and not publicly. 

• Large font materials are provided in addition to teacher talk. 

• There is a space provided for the child at the front of the classroom. 

• The teacher leading the lesson discreetly checks in 

regularly with the child to check their understanding. 
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